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Sequential and parallel ways of rewriting are investigated and compared in the 
framework of selective substitution grammars. New aspects of the notion of 
generative determinism of a grammar and of the notion of symmetric ontext are 
studied. Several new characterizations of known classes of languages are obtained. 
INTRODUCTION 
Selective substitution grammars (see, Rozenberg, 1977; Rozenberg and 
Wood, 1980; Ehrenfeucht et al., 1980; Kleijn and Rozenberg, 1980) form a 
general framework for rewriting systems. They allow one to study common 
features of seemingly different kinds of grammars as well as form a "guide" 
for discovering new, but natural, classes of grammars. This paper is an 
example of research in the first direction. One of the important, and currently 
active, research topics in formal language theory is the investigation of the 
difference between parallel and sequential rewriting. In our paper we 
consider this topic in the general framework of selective substitution 
grammars. We investigate here three classes of selective substitution 
grammars: sequential grammars (abbreviated S grammars), parallel 
grammars (abbreviated L grammars) and continuous grammars (abbreviated 
C grammars). 
S grammars formalize the notion of a rewriting system in which only one 
occurrence of a letter is rewritten in a derivation step, L grammars formalize 
the notion of a rewriting system in which all occurrences of all letters are 
rewritten in a derivation step and C grammars formalize the notion of an 
"in-between" rewriting system, where an arbitrary number of occurrences 
forming a continuous egment is rewritten in a derivation step. (C grammars 
were introduced in Ehrenfeucht et al., 1980.) 
The paper is organized as follows. 
In Section II we define formally the above-mentioned three classes of 
selective substitution grammars and the classes of languages they generate. 
(denoted t (S ) ,  t (L )  and d(C) ,  respectively). 
In Section III we establish the position of all three classes of languages 
with respect o several known classes of languages (namely, the classes of 
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context-free, EOL and ETOL languages). We establish several normal forms 
for the classes of grammars we consider and investigate the mutual 
relationships between t (S ) ,  t (L )  and S(C) .  
In Section IV we consider two new kinds of generative determinism. Both 
reflect the idea of "deterministically fitting a word under rewriting into (a 
component of) the selector." It turns out that considering such a determinism 
allows one to point out essential differences between S grammars, L
grammars and C grammars; it also yields new characterizations of context- 
free, linear and regular languages. 
In Section V we study a (in our opinion very important) notion of 
"context symmetry" in rewriting systems. We provide two different 
formalizations of this idea in the framework of S grammars, L grammars 
and C grammars and investigate the effect of both "restrictions" on the 
language generating power of these classes of grammars. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic concepts of formal 
language theory as, e.g., in the scope of Salomaa (1973) and Rozenberg and 
Salomaa (1980). Perhaps the following notations, definitions and results 
require an additional explanation. 
For a word x, Ixl denotes its length, #a x denotes the number of 
occurrences of a in x and alph x denotes the set of letters occurring in x. A 
denotes the empty word. 
In the rewriting systems that we will consider that use context-free 
productions, those productions are defined either in the form A ~ a or by a 
finite substitution h, in which case A ~ a is denoted as a E h(A), where A is 
a letter and a is a word. 
To save unnecessary writing we often define in constructions a finite 
substitution by stating which productions hould be in; in these cases it is 
implicit that we mean the smallest finite substitution satisfying all stated con- 
ditions. 
If A ~ a is a production, then it is termed an A-production and a is 
referred to as the right-hand side of this production. 
For a rewriting system G, maxr (G) denotes the maximal ength of the 
right-hand sides of all productions in G and sent G denotes all words that 
can be derived from the axiom of G. G is propagating if A does not occur as 
a right-hand side of any production of G, otherwise we say that G has 
erasing productions. 
We consider two languages L 1 and L 2 to be equal if L 1 U {A } = Z 2 U {A }. 
Two rewriting systems are equivalent i f  the languages they generate are 
equal. 
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t (Reg) ,  f (CF) ,  f (EOL)  and L#(ET-OL) denote the classes of languages 
generated by respectively, regular grammars, context-free grammars, EOL 
systems and ETOL systems. Such languages are said to be regular, context- 
free, EOL and ETOL, respectively. 
Let G= (Z ,P ,S ,A)  be a context-free grammar, where 27 is the total 
alphabet of G, A is the terminal alphabet of G, S E Z~A the axiom of G 
and P the set of productions of G. If A ~ a E P, such that A E 27~A and 
a E A* U A* (S~A)  (or a E A* U (Z~A)  A*, or a E A* U A* (E~A)A*)  
then A ~a is termed a right-linear production (respectively left-linear 
production or linear production). 
If all A -~ a E P are right-linear (resp. left-linear or linear) then G is called 
a right-linear (resp. left-linear or linear) grammar. It is well known that the 
classes of languages generated by left-linear and right-linear grammars equal 
S (Reg)  and that the class of languages generated by linear grammars 
strictly contains t (Reg)  and is strictly contained in t (CF) .  
It is often convenient o extend the set of productions of a context-free 
grammar G such that G contains for every symbol of its total alphabet a 
production. The so obtained construct is referred to as an EOS system (EPOS 
system if it is propagating). EOS systems are specified in the form 
(27, h, S, A), where 27, S and A are as in the description of a context-free 
grammar and h is a finite substitution, from Z* into Z*. 
It is easy to see that the class of languages generated by EOS systems 
equals S(CF).  
II. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
In this section the notions basic to this paper are defined. 
Throughout he whole paper barred versions of symbols are used with a 
special meaning: the original symbol is activated. If S is an alphabet, then 
the homomorphism iden from (ZLJ 27)* into 27* is defined by iden d= a and 
iden a = a. 
Originally selective substitution grammars were defined by Rozenberg 
(1977). In this paper, however, we will use the definition of an EOS based s- 
grammar from Kleijn and Rozenberg (1980) as a basic notion. 
DEFINITION II. 1. An EOS based s-grammar H is a 5-tuple (2;, h, S, A, K), 
where base H= (27, h, S,A) is an EOS system and K, the selector of H, 
denoted sel H, is a language over 27 L)~. 
If v, w E 27", then v directly derives w (in H), denoted v ~n w, if there 
exists a word xEK,  such that x4=v, iden x=v and if x=al  .... an, with 
a i ~ 27 U 27, 1 ~< i ~< n, then w = a I ... a n , with for each i, a i = a i if a i E 27 and 
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a t E h (iden ai) if a t ~ Z,. Let =>* denote the reflexive and transitive closure 
o f~ u. (We use ~*  and ~,  respectively, if no confusion is possible.) 
The language of H, denoted L(H) is defined by L(H)=sent 
HNA*={wCA*:S=>*w}.  II 
The subject of investigation of this paper are EOS based s-grammars 
which formalize sequential, continuous and parallel rewriting. 
DEFINITION I1.2. Let H = (22, h, S, A, K) be an EOS based s-grammar. 
(i) H is termed an n-sequential grammar, nS grammar for short, if 
K = 1.-)~'=1 X* YiZ*, for some Xi, Yt, Zt c_ 22, 1 <. i ~ n. H is sequential, (H 
is an S grammar), if it is n-sequential for some n/> 1. 
(ii) H is termed an n-continuous grammar, nC grammar for short, if 
K = (Jn=l X~/Ft. + Z~, for some Xt, Yi, Zi c_ 22, 1 <~ i <~ n. H is continuous (H 
is a C grammar), if it is n-continuous for some n/> 1. 
(iii) H is termed an n-parallel grammar, nL grammar for short, if 
K=U~=IY ; - ,  for some Yic_22, l<i<~n. H is parallel (H is an L 
grammar), if it is n-parallel for some n >/1. 
(iv) H is termed an n-sequential m-continuous grammar, nSmC 
grammar for short, i fK  = 0~=1 X* YtZ* t.) um=l ptO~ R*, for some Xt, r t ,  
Zt, P:, Qj, Rj c_ 22, 1 <. i < n, 1 <.j <<. m. H is an SC grammar if it is n- 
sequential m-continuous for some n, m/> 1. 
(v) H is termed an n-sequential m-parallel grammar, nSmL grammar 
for short, if K= U~=IX*YiZ*k_)[Jim_l Qi-, for some xi,  Yt, zi,  Q jcX ,  
1 ~< i ~< n, 1 ~<j ~< m. H is an SL grammar if it is n-sequential m-parallel for 
some n,m >/1. II 
The following should be observed. 
(1) In Ehrenfeucht et al. (1980) L grammars were called "simple 
continuous" (SC) grammars. 
(2) We do not define n-continuous m-parallel grammars, since they 
are by definition (n + m)-continuous grammars. 
The families of languages generated by nS, nC, nL, nSmC, nSmL 
grammars, are denoted t (nS) ,  d(nC), t (nL) ,  t (nSmC) , t (nSmL) ,  
O0 respectively. Furthermore, -~(S) = [,-Jn=l S(nS), t (C)  = U ~n=~ t(nC) ,  
.~(L) = U~_I .~(nL), .~(SC) = [,-)~=1 U ~m=l d(nSmC) and S(SL)  = 
U~U ~,.=1 -~(nSmL). 
If H is an S grammar (C grammar, SC grammar, SL grammar) and 
X*YZ*C_sel H(resp.  X*Y+Z*c_selH) we may informally refer to the 
elements of X and Z as (left and right, respectively) context-symbols. 
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If w is a word under rewriting, then all occurrences of symbols that will 
remain untouched are referred to as context° 
If  v EX*YZ*  (resp. v CX*P+Z *) and w=iden v=xyz ,  with xEX* ,  
y E Y (resp. y E Y+) and z E Z*, we call x and z a (permitting) context ofy.  
From the definitions it easily follows that t (CF)  _ f (1S) .  
We end this section providing an example of a 2S grammar generating a
non-EOL language. 
EXAMPLE II. 1. We define the 2S grammar H by H = (/a, b, c, d}, h, c, 
{a, b}, K), K = K 1 k_JK 2 with K 1 = {a, b, d}* {d, 6, g}{c}* and K 2 ~- {C}*{a} 
{d}*. h is defined by h(e)={a,d},  h(d)={e2}, h(a)={ab, ba} and 
h(b) = {b2}. Informally speaking, derivations in H proceed as follows. 
The axiom c directly derives either a or d. 
If a, then, since only K 1 can be applied, for every w such that a =>*w, 
w = via or w = v2b with v 1 E b* and v 2 E b*ab* and only the last letter of w 
can be rewritten in a next derivation step. 
Hence it is easy to see that a=~*w if and only if wEL ,  where 
L = {b"abm:n~O, m>/0}. 
If e=~H d, then the next step yields c 2. Since in e 2 only the leftmost 
occurrence of e may be rewritten, we obtain {ae, de}. 
Inspecting ae and K yields that ae =~* w le, with wl G L and Wl e =~* wl w 2 
with w z EL  or wle~ w~d. 
From the definition of K it follows that the non-terminal symbol d only 
can be rewritten if it occurs in a word u, with alph u _~ {e, d}. Since a and b 
never yield e or d or A it follows that no terminal words can be derived in H 
from words v with {a,d}~_alphv. Hence ae~*wEA*  if and only if 
wEL .L .  
Clearly de yields da or dd. 
From the above it follows that from da no terminal words can be derived 
in H. dd can only be rewritten according to K2, yielding e2d and to e2d again 
only K 2 can be applied yielding cze 2. 
Hence e z ~*  L • L or e 2 =~ de =~ dd => e2d ::> ¢4 are the only derivation 
sequences in H, which may yield terminal words. 
It can now easily be seen that in general c 2k, k ~ O, either yields L 2k or, as 
an intermediate step in a successful derivation, e2k+1. 
Based on the above it follows that 
L (H)={wEL2k:k~0}=twE{a,b}* :#aw=2 k,k>/O}. I 
III. THE GENERATIVE POWER OF SEQUENTIAL, 
CONTINUOUS AND PARALLEL REWRITING 
In this section we investigate the generative power of S grammars, C 
grammars and L grammars. In particular we investigate the mutual 
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relationship between classes of languages generated by these classes of 
grammars, as well as we compare them with several known classes of 
languages. 
We start by recalling several results from Ehrenfeucht et al. 1980). 
THEOREM III.1. (i) S (1L)=t (EOL) .  
(ii) f ( L )  = S(ETOL).  
THEOREM III.2. (i) t (1C)~, t (ETOL)  4: 0. 
(ii) t(1C)~ t (EOL) .  
(iii) f (C )~ S(ETOL).  
We turn now to the investigation of d (S) .  
THEOREM III.3. (i) t (1S)___ t (CF) .  
(ii) f (2S)~ S(CF) .  
Proof. This follows immediately from the definitions and Example 
II.1. | 
We are not able to establish the precise relationship between t (1S)  and 
L#( CF). 
However, we will investigate now a "natural" restriction on the form of a 
1S grammar which guarantees that the language generated is context-free. 
LEMMA III.1. Let H= (27, h, S, A, X*Y  Z*) be a 1S grammar. Let 
u C sent H and u =~n v, such that u = xyz, with x E X*, y E Y and z ~ Z*, 
and v = xaz, with a E h(v). There exists no w, such that v =~ +n w if and only 
if one of the following conditions holds. 
(1) v E (27~Y)*. 
(2) v E 27*(X~(YU Z))(27~ Y)* (Z~(XU Y))27". 
(3) a ~ 27"(27\(xw ru  z ) )  2:*. 
(4) a @ x* ( r~(x  u z ) )  27* ( r~(x  U Z)) 27*. 
(s) a ~ s*((ruz)\x)x*((xw Y)\Z27*. 
Proof. The "if" part of the statement is easily proved and hence left to 
the reader. The "only if" part is proved as follows. 
(a) Suppose that we have a string s that cannot be rewritten. Since h is 
total, this means that there does not exist a word t C K, such that iden t = s. 
We can distinguish four cases, described intuitively as follows. 
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(i) In s a symbol occurs that is not in XU YUZ.  
(ii) No symbol from Y occurs in s. 
(iii) s contains two occurrences of symbols from Y, both of which are 
not context symbols. 
(iv) If s~ (XU YUZ)*  and s contains at most one symbol from 
Y\ (XUZ) ,  then the context prescribes in a "contradictory way" which 
symbol must be rewritten. 
Either (1) s contains a symbol from (Z U Y ) \X  and to the right of it an 
element from (XU Y) \Z  occurs, or (2) s contains a symbol from 
X\ (YU Z) and to the right of it an element from Z\ (XU II) occurs and 
in between those two symbols no symbols from Y occur. 
(b) Let u and v be as in the statement of the lemma. Hence v = xaz, 
with x E X*, a E h(y) and z E Z*, but v cannot be rewritten. Consequently, 
by (a), either v E (2;\Y)* L) 2 ; * (X \ (YU Z)) (S \Y )*  (Z \ (XU Y)) X* 
or a is of one of the following forms. 
z*(2;\(xu ru  z)) 2;*, 
z* ( r \ (x  u z)) 2 ;* ( r \ (x  u z)) z* 
or 
a 2;*((ru z) \x))  2;*((xu r3\z)) 2;*. | 
LEMMA III.2. For every 1S grammar H, there exists an equivalent 1S 
grammar H' = (S, h, S, A, K), with K = X*YZ* such that h(a) = {a} for all 
a ~ X \Y  and YAA =0.  
Proof. Let H= (F, g, S', A, K'), with K' =P*QR*  be an arbitrary 1S 
grammar. We define the 1S grammar H '= (22, h, S,A, K) in the following 
way. 
g' is the finite substitution from F* into F* defined by g'(a)=g(a) if 
a ~ Q and g'(a)= {a} if a ~ Q. 
Obviously (F, g', S', A, K ' )  generates L(H). 
= {d : a CA ~ Q} is an alphabet, disjoint with F. Let 2; =FU Z. The 
finite substitution ~ from F* into S* is defined by q~(a) = {a} if a ~ A n Q 
and 9(a) = {a, d} if a E A n Q. 
Let h be the finite substitution from/-* into F* defined by 
h(d) = {a} U q~g'(a) 
h(a) = {a} 
h(a) = ~og'(a) 
for all d E 3, 
for all a C A U (F \Q) ,  
for all a C Q~A. 
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Let X=PU{d:a~P},  Z=RU{d:aER} and Y=(Q~A)U~.  
S=S'  i fS '  ~ r \ (a  nA), s=~¢'  i f s 'E  QAA,  
Obviously H'  satisfies all required restrictions. 
The equivalence of H and H' can easily be proved and this is left to the 
reader. II 
LEMMA III.3. For every 1S grammar H, there exists an equivalent 1S 
grammar H' = (27, h, S, A, K), with K = X*YZ*, such that Y= 27~A and 
for all a ~ A, h(a) = {a}. 
Proof Let H = (F, g, S, A, K) be a 1S grammar, with K = P*QR*, such 
that g (a )= {a} for all aEI~'~Q and QNA=O.  Because of Lemma III.2 
this assumption is not a restriction. Hence Q c_ F~A. 
Let 27 = Q u A and let h be defined in the following way. For all a C Z 
h(a) = {a : a C g(a) and alpha c 27} if this is a nonempty set and h(a) = {a} 
otherwise. Hence h is a finite substitution from 27* into 27*. Let X = P n 27, 
Z=RNZ and Y=Q. 
H' = (27, h, S,A,X*YZ*). 
Clearly L(H) =L(H ' )  and hence the lemma holds. II 
THEOREM 1II.4. I f  H= (27, h,S,A,X*YZ*) is a 1S grammar, such that 
Xc_ YUZ and Zc_XU Y, then L(H)E t(CF) .  
Proof. By Lemma III.3 we may assume that H is such that Y= Z~A,  
h(a) = {a} for all a ~ A and a E h(a) for all a E Z. We may assume also that 
the only production in which S occurs at the right-hand side is the identity 
production for S. Notice that the constructions used in the proofs of Lemmas 
III.2 and III.3 ensure that the condition Xc_ YU Z and Z ~XU Y remains 
valid. This condition implies that 
S*(X~ ( Y U Z) ) (Z~ Y)*(Z~ (X U Y) ) X* = 0. 
The situation can be illustrated as in Fig. 1, where 
27= (27~A)UA = YUA. The shadowed areas are empty and so 
(XNZ)~,Y=XAA = ZC3A. (1) 
By Lemma III.1 it is easily seen that we may assume the following. If 
a C 27~A and a has one of the following three forms: 
(i) aCZ*(X~(XUYUZ) )27*  and aq~A +, 
(ii) a E Z* (Y~(XU Z)) Z* (Y~(XW Z) Z*, 
(iii) a E Z*((YW Z)~X)  27*((XU Y)~Z)  2:*, 
then a q~ h(a). 
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FIGURE 1 
Hence a word w E sent H cannot derive any other word (but itself) if and 
only if either wE (22~Y)* =A* or in the last step in the derivation of w 
from S a production with right-hand side a E A* n S* (S~(XU YL)Z))Z'* 
has been applied. 
Let a E S. We now divide h(a) by 
and 
hi(a) = {a E h(a) : alph a c_X U YU Z} 
h2(a ) = h(a)~hl(a  ).
By the above it follows that h2(a ) c_ A +. 
We can distinguish two types of successful derivations in H, those in 
which no production from h 2 is used and those in which productions from h2 
are used. We consider now derivations of the first type. By (1) we have that 
if a C hi(a) for some a E Y and a E A + then a E (XN Z)--. (Stronger: alph 
and  c_xnz) .  
We can picture this situation as in Fig. 2. 
If we now define the EOS system G' by G' = (~r, hi ' S, A), then it is rather 
easy to prove that L(G') = {w E L(H) : no productions from h 2 are used in 
S=,* w}. 
Hence this part of L(H) is a context-free language. 
On the other hand if a production from h 2 was used in a successful 
derivation, then, as noticed before, this has been the only application of such 
a production in this derivation and it has been used in the last derivation 
step. Hence we can picture this situation as in Fig. 3. 
We will construct an EOS system G of which the already mentioned EOS 
system G' is a subsystem. G will extend G' in the sense that exactly all 
derivations in G' are derivations in G and all derivations in G which are not 
derivations in G' have an analogon in the derivations in H in which h 2 has 




been used. It is rather clear (see Fig. 3) that if we consider a derivation in G 
which uses h2, then in each sentential form of it we can distinguish one 
occurrence of a symbol which is an ancestor of the element of 27~A to 
which this production will be applied. This can easily be simulated in G. We 
S 
hl all 
" 2 c~ + w ~ A 
FIGURE 3 
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still have to take care of the fact that if such an ancestor y occurs in a string, 
then it should not produce a terminal string (by h2) too soon. 
If there are any other nonterminals in the string under rewriting, which 
require, according to H a context, then y must produce this context before a 
terminal string is derived. To this aim we introduce new symbols, which will 
remember their "context duties." These symbols will act as the ancestors of 
the symbol to which h 2 may be applied. 
To all original symbols only h~ is applicable and since they will eventually 
yield terminal words in (X~ Z)* and since the ancestors of the symbol to 
which h 2 may be applied are subject to "context conditions" again an 
inductive argument is enough to prove that L(G)= L(H). 
Formally we define G as follows. 
Let [Y ]={[a] :aEY} ,  [Y,X]= I[a,X] :aC Y~X},  [Y ,Z]= {[a,Z] : 
a E Y~Z} and [Y, X, Z] = {[a, X, Z] : a ~ Y~(XU Z)} be new mutually 
disjoint alphabets. 
Let ~q be a new symbol. F = S U {~} U [Y] U [IF, X] U [II, Z] U [Y, X, Z]. 
The finite substitution g from F* into F* is defined in the following way. 
g(g) = {s} w 
{al[a]a 2 : al aaz E hl(S ), a E X O Y C3 Z} U 
{a I [a]a 2 : alaa 2 E ha(S ), a E Y, alph a laz~ Y= 0} U 
{al[a,X]az : alaaz E hi(S), a E Y~X,  alph a2 ~ Y ¢ 0} U 
{aa[a, Z]az : al aaz ~ hi(S), a E Y~Z,  alph a~ A Y ¢ 0} U 
{a~[a, X, Z]a 2 :a~ aa2 E ha(S), a E Y~(XU Z), alph a a ~ Y 4:0 and alph 
O~ 2 ('~ Y ¢ 0}. 
g(S) = h(S). 
For all a E S~{S},  g(a) = hi(a). 
For all [a] E [ Y], 
g([a]) = h2(a ) U 
{a~[b ]a z : a~ba 2E hl(a ), b E X O Y O Z} k.) 
{al [b ]az : al ba2 ~ hi(a), b @ Y, alpha 1 a 2 ("l Y = 0} U 
{a~[b, X]a 2 : a~ba2 E h~(a), b ~ (Y~ Z)~X,  alpha 2 ~ re  0 or b E Y~X,  
alph a2 ~ Y¢0,  alph a~ ~ Y=O} U 
{a,[b, Z]a 2 : axba 2 E h~(a), b ~ (X (3 r )~z ,  alph aa ('3 Y 4= 0 or 
b E Y~Z,  alph a,(3 Y¢0 ,  alph a2~ Y=O}U 
{al[b,X, Z]a2 : albaz E ha(a), b E Y~ (X U Z), alph al n Y--l: 0 and alph 
a2 ~ Y4: 0}. 
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For all [a, X] E [ Y, X], 
g([a, X]) = {a 1 [b]a 2 : a, ba 2 E h,(a), b C XA YA  Z} u 
{a l [b ]a  2 :a lba2Ehl (a) ,bEYN Y, alph a lN  Y=O}U 
{al[b, Z]a 2 : alba 2 E hi(a ), b E (XA Y3~Z,  alph a I n Yva 0} u 
{aa[b,X]a 2: aaba 2 E hi(a ), b E (YN Z)~X} U 
{al[b, X]a2 : al baz ~ ha(a), b E Y~ (X U Z), alph a a N Y= 0} U 
{a~[b, X, Z]a 2 : a lba 2 E ha(a ), b E Y~ (X U Z), alph a a n Y ¢ 0}. 
For all [a, Z] ~ [Y, Z], 
g([a, Z]) = {a~ [b]a 2 : a, ba 2 E h~(a), b E XN YA  Z} U 
{%[b ]a 2 : alba 2 ~ h~(a), b E Y A Z, alpha 2 n Y= 0} ~3 
{al[b, X]a 2 : a~ba 2~ ha(a), b E (YN Z)~X,  alph a 2 n Y ¢ 0} u 
{aa[b, Z]az : aa ba z E hl(a ), b E (Y N Z)~X} U 
{aa[b, Z]a 2 : alba 2 C h~(a), b E Y~(XU Z), alph a 2 N Y= 0} U 
{al[b,X, Z]a2: alba 2 E hi(a), b @ Y~(XU Z), alph a 2 N Y ¢ 0}. 
For all [a,X,Z] @ [Y,X,Z], 
g([a, X, Z]) = {aa[b]a 2 : a~ba 2~ hi(a), b C XN YA Z} U 
{al[b,X]a2 : alba 2 ~ hl(a ),b E (YN Z)~X} U 
{a,[b, Z]a 2 : a,ba 2 E hl(a ), b E (XN Y)~Z} U 
{al[b, X, Z]a 2 : a~ba 2~ h,(a), b E Y~(X  U Z)}. 
Let G be defined by G = (F, g, ,q,A). Then G is an EOS grammar. Taking 
into account our intuitive description of how G simulates H and the formal 
definition of H, the reader should be able to produce a (rather tedious) 
formal proof of the equality L(G) = L(H). From this equality it follows that 
L(H) E d(CF).  I 
COROLLARY III.1. A language is context-free if and only if it is generated 
by a 1S grammar H, such that sel H=X*YZ*  and X~_ YUZ and 
ZcXUY.  
Proof This statement follows immediately from the above theorem and 
the fact that the language generated by an EOS system (22, h, S,A) is also 
generated by the 1S grammar (X, h, S, A, X'Z27*). I 
In particular the above result implies that if all terminal symbols are both 
left and right context-symbols then the language generated is context-free. 
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COROLLARY III.2. I f  H= (S ,h ,S ,A ,X*YZ*)  is a 1S grammar, such 
that A c_ X and A c_ Z, then L(H) E S(CF) .  
Proof. Combining Lemmas III.2 and III.3 we construct a 1S grammar 
G=(F ,g ,Z ,A ,P*QR*)  equivalent with H, such that A~P,  A cc_R and 
Q = F~A.  
Then P ~_ F = F~A L) A ~ Q w R and analogously R _~ P k) Q. 
Hence Theorem III.4 is applicable and the corollary holds. II 
It is instructive to see that the above restriction on the "distribution" of 
terminal symbols does not imply context-freeness when one considers 2S 
rather than 1S grammars. 
EXAMPLE III. 1. Let H = (S, h, S, A, K) be a 2S grammar, defined in the 
following way. 
22= {S,A, A1,B, B1, C, C1,D, DI ,a ,b,  c}, 
A = {a,b,c}, 
h(S)= {AC}, h(A)= {aA,b, aB}, h(A0= {A}, 
h(B) = {B~}, h(B0 = tb}, 
h(C)= {ClC, O}, h(Cl) = {C}, 
h (D) :  {O1} , h(Ol) ~- {c}, 
h(a) = {a}, h(b) = {b} and h(e) = {c}. 
K = K~ L) Kz, where 
K~= {a,b,c,A,B,B~}* {A, C1,D,B, B1, S } {a,b,c,C}* 
and 
K2~ {a,b,c, A i ,B,B~}* {A~, C, D1,B,B~} {a,b,c, C~}*. 
From the construction of K it follows that A is a permitting context. That 
L(H) = {anb"c m : m >/n/> 1 } can be seen as follows. 
Let anAbnCc nE sent H for some n/> 0 (notice that AC is the only word 
that can directly be derived from S). 
Then anAbnCcn =;> a n + 1Albn + 1Ccn and anAbnCc n=~ a n + 1BbnCcn are all 
possible direct derivations from this word. 
Either an+lAlbn+lccn =;. an+lAlbn+lc1 cn+l =¢~ an+lAbn+lCl cn+l 
an+lAbn+lCen+l or an+lAlbn+lCcn~an+lAlbn+lDe n whose last word 
cannot be rewritten anymore. In case the derived word is an+lBbnCc n we 
make the following observations. 
In any w @ sent H at most two non-terminal symbols occur. 
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If B or B 1 ~ alph w, they occur as the leftmost non-terminal. 
If w contains any other non-terminal Q, then this Q E {C, C1,D,  D1}. 
From the construction it follows that if Q E {C, C1}, then B and B 1 can be 
rewritten into B~ and b, respectively, at any moment in the derivation and if 
Q E {D, D~}, then first D or D 1 is rewritten into D 1 or c, respectively, and 
after this B or Bx can terminate. 
Hence, either 
an+lBbnCcn=>* an+lbn+lQc n+k, QE {C, C1} ,k~O,  
or 
a n + 1BbnCcn ~,  a n + 1BbnDcn + k ~ a ~ + 1Bbn D 1 cn + k 
=> an+ 1Bbncn+k+ 1 =~ an+ 1Blbncn+k+ 1 ~ an+ lbn+ lcn+k+ 1 
or 
an + 1BbnCcn ~* an + IB 1 bnDcn + k ==> an + 1BI bnDl cn+ k 
=> an+ 1B1 bncn+k + 1 => an+ lbn+ lcn+k+ 1. 
It is easy to see that a n+ lbn+ IQc"+k =>* a "+ lbn+ lcn+k+l, Q E {C, C 1}, k ~> 0, 
I />l .  Hence it follows by an inductive argument, that L (H)= 
{anbncm:m>/n>/1}.  I 
We will investigate now "normal forms" for L, C and S grammars. 
The following two theorems are results from Ehrenfeucht et al. (1980). 
THEOREM 1II.5. f ( L )  = f (2L ) .  
THEOREM III.6. f (C )  = Y(2C) = Y(1C1L). 
THEOREM 111.7. f (S )  = f (3S)  = S(1S1L) .  
Proof By definition we have d(3S)  ~ t (S ) .  The whole statement of the 
theorem follows, when we have shown as well that 
(i) S(nS)~ S(1S1L)  for all n/> 1 and 
(ii) t (1S1L)  ~ t (3S) .  
(i) Let H = (X, h, S, A ,K )  be an nS grammar; K=[,.)~'=IX/*PiZ*. For 
i=  1 ..... n, ~<i>= {cT<i >:aEX i} ,  I?<i> = {d<i > :aE  Yi}, Z'<i>= {d<i> :a~Zi}  
and Y~<i> = {a<i) : a E S} are pairwise disjoint new alphabets. 
r = U L ,  (~<,> u ~<~> u 2<i> u x.>) u ~. 
The finite substitution g, from F* into F*, is defined as follows. 
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For i=  2 ..... n, if a E X i, then d~i ~ E g(a~i_ l)), a(i) E g(d~i- ~)), 
aw ~ g(d<i-l>), (if a E X~_~, Zi_ 1 resp. for the last two cases); if a E Yi, 
then 6~i ~ C g(a~i_l> ), d~i ~ E g(d~i_~) ), d¢i ~ E g(d~i_l~ ), (if a E Xi_ 1 , Zi_ 1 , resp. 
for the last two cases); if a E Zg, then d~i ~ E g(a~_~)), d~i> ~ g(t~(i_l) ) and 
d(i> ~ g(a( i -1 ) ) ,  (if a ~ X i_ 1, Zi-1 resp. for the last two cases); if a C A, then 
aCg(a~i~) and aCg(a) ,  if a~Yi  and b~. . .b  kCh(a)  for some b jC2; ,  
1 ~<j ~< k, then b~i> ... bk~i> ~ g(d~i~); if a ~ Yi and A ~ h(a), then A ~ g(6~i>). 
To obtain the case i - -  1, replace in the above i by 1 and i -  1 by n. Let 
K' = K 1 L) K2, where K~ = ({,-)7= ~ -V~i~  ~i~ L) Z~i~) + and 
K2 = i) i) Z( i )  
i i i 
H'  = (F, g, S~1~, A, K') .  
Obviously H '  is a 1S1L grammar• 
That L(H ' )= L (H)  can be seen, when the following facts are taken into 
consideration. 
K 1 acts as a rotator of indexed letters. As long as no dotted or non- 
indexed symbols are introduced K~ may be used. In each such rewriting all 
indices i ~< n - 1 are increased by 1 and the index n changes into 1. As soon 
as a non-indexed symbol is introduced the derivation has come to an end, 
since K '  contains no words with such letters. When a dotted symbol is 
introduced K 2 must be used in the next derivation step, which implies that 
the word under rewriting must be of the form 
xyz with x C X~i~ , y E Y<o, z C Z'~i> 
i i=1 i=1 
From the first part of this explanation it follows that in xyz only one index, 
say i 0, occurs and hence xyz ~ X~o) Y~io) "Z~'o)" 
Now y z b(io ~ will be rewritten either in bl<io ~ . . .  bk(io ~ if b~ ... b k E h(b) or 
in A if A E h(b). 
After this step (notice that in the resulting word still only the index i 0 
occurs) K 1 has to be applied again. Using this informal exposition a formal 
proof of L(H)= L(H ' )  can easily be formulated. 
(ii) Let H = (Z, h, S, A, K) be a 1S1L grammar, K=X*Y IZ*UY2 +. 
Let 2' 1 and 2' 2 be new, mutually disjoint alphabets. 
2' 1 = {d :aE  Y1} and Z2= {d:a  ~ Y2}. 
F=S1US2US.  
We define the finite substitution g from F* into F* as follows. 
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For all aEYl,dEg(a) and g(d)=h(a); for all aEI12,dEg(a) and 
g(d) = h(a); for all a E Z~(YI U Y2), a E g(a). 
The selector K'  is defined by 
K' = X*(Y 1 U ,~l)Z :g U ,2~2~,Sz~ * .J z~'272,2~2 @ . 
H'  = (F, g, S, A, K')  is a 3S grammar, generating L(H). 
(iii) Hence we have ,~(3S)___,V~(S)___.~(1S1L)__-~(3S) and the 
theorem holds. I 
Next we consider the relationship between S(C)  and S(S) .  
LEMMA III.4. S (C)  ~S(S) .  
Proof Let H= (Z ,h ,S ,A ,K)  be an arbitrary C grammar. We may 
assume that K -- X*Y+Z * U Y+, for some X, Y1, Z, Y2 c ,~'. 
We define the following mutually disjoint, new alphabets. 
= {d : a E X}, Y<I) = {a(1) : a E r l  }, ~ = {d : a C Z}, 
Y<2> = {a<2) :a  E Y2}" 
Let F=ZU)(U  Yo>UZTU Y<2). The finite substitution g from F* into 
F* is defined by 
d~g(a) if aEX, 
a<oEg(a ) if aEY i ,  for iE  {1,2}, 
dEg(a) if aEZ, 
g(a)={a} if aq~XUY1UZUY 2,
g(d) = {a} for all a E X, 
g(d)={a} for all aCZ,  
g(a<o)=h(a ) for all aE  Yi, for iE  {1,2}, 
Let K'  = (F~Z)*ZZ* U Z*.~(~- U Y{I) U Z)* U X*Y{1)(Y{I ) ~ 2)* U 
H'=(F,g,S,A,K'). 
From the construction it is clear 
L (H ' )  = L(H). 
Hence the lemma holds. I 
that H'  is a 5S grammar and that 
LEMMA 111.5. t (S )_~t (C) .  
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Proof Let H = (Z, h, S, A, K) be a 1S IL grammar, K = X* Y1Z* U Y+. 
Let ~21 = {d : a E Y1} and I~ 2 = {d:a ~ Y2} be new alphabets, mutually dis- 
joint. 
Let F=ZU I~rl U lfi2U {¢}, where ¢ (E ZU I21U }'~2" We define g, a finite 
substitution from F* into F* as follows. 
If aE  Y1, then Cd~g(a) and g(d)=h(a), if aE  Y2, then dEg(a) and 
g(d) = h(a), for all a E Z~(Y  1 U Y2), g(a)= {a}, g(¢)= {A }. 
K' = K 1UK 2 UK3,  where K 1 = (XU ¢)*(YI U I?0+Z *, K 2 = X*¢1+ Z *, 
K, = (Y2 U ]Y2) +, 
H'=(F,g,S,A,K').  
Notice that in case K 1 is used in a successful derivation, according to H', 
then only one symbol (and not a string of symbols) of Y1 or I~1 is rewritten. 
Would there be more symbols from YI rewritten, then there would be more 
than one ¢ (and symbols from I21) in the derived string, which would be of 
the form x¢fi ICY2aZ and which hence could not be rewritten anymore, in 
contradiction with the successfulness of the derivation. As a consequence in
each intermediate word of the derivation at most one symbol of I? 1 occurs. 
That K 1 and K 2 together simulate the sequential part of K is now clear. K 3 
obviously simulates the parallel part of K. So we conclude that 
L(H')  = L(H). Combining Theorem III.7 with the above reasoning it follows 
that for every S grammar there exists an equivalent C grammar. I 
THEOREM III.8. S (S )  =f (C) .  
We can add to Lemma III.4. the following result, which gives more insight 
in the relationship between the families of languages generated by 1C and 2S 
grammars. 
THEOREM 111.9. S (1C)  GS(2S) .  
Proof Let H = (X, h, S, A, K) with K = X*Y+Z * be a 1C grammar. Let 
H = (F, g, S, A, K') be the 2S grammar, defined as follows. F = X U XU 17, 
where ) (= {d : a C X} and I 7 = {6 : a C Y} are mutually disjoint alphabets, 
also disjoint with X. g is the finite substitution, from F* into _r*, defined by 
Let 
g(a) = {a} if a E 2 ;~(XU Y), 
d E g(a) and g(d) = {a} if a E X, 
d ~ g(a) and g(6) = h(a) if a E Y. 
K' =K,  UK~, where K 1 ~-~ (xg ]2)*(z~UkZ* and K 2 = (XUX)*  
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~(I?UZ)*.  The inclusion L(H)~_L(H') can easily be proved. That 
L(H') ~_ L(H) can be seen as follows. 
Let w C _r* be an arbitrary sentential term of H' that can be further 
rewritten. Obviously any rewriting of w in H' starts according to K 1. 
Then w yields a word w' E ()?U ~r* .  This implies that w E (XU Y)Z'*. 
Assume that w' is rewritten (several times) using K~ and yielding w" in 
()?U Y)*27*. If K 2 is applied to w", then w"E)?*Y~'*Z*. Hence 
w E X*Y+Z *. 
Let w" = ~fiz, with 2 E ~'*, 9 E /~', fi E I;'* and z C Z* then w" =>H, XTUZ, 
where 7 E g~)= h(y). If 7 v~A then :fyaz can be rewritten according to K 2 
only. If 7 = A then also K~ may be applied. We have to consider two cases. 
(1) Only elements from Z can get rewritten: 2ftaz'~n,.ffibz', where 
b E {a, a, 6} and z = az'; hence b = d. It is rather straightforward to see now 
that the sequence w =~*, 2~fiaz' ~H,.~fiaz' =~H, 2fi6z' and the sequence 
w ~ 2y~az' =~ £~fifz' =>H, ~fi6z' lead to the same words in L(H'). 
(2) ~ = 2'e, with ~ E X, and ~ziz =~H,2'efiz, which implies ~ =A yielding 
an analogon of a previous ituation. 
Based on the above remarks it is rather easy to construct a formal proof 
of the fact that L(H') c L(H). Consequently the theorem holds. I 
It is natural to consider selective substitution grammars which contain 
selectors of mixed categories. From Theorems III.5, III.6 and III.7 we have 
seen that augmenting 1L, 1C or 1S grammars with one additional L selector 
allows one to generate L,°(L), L~(C) and L,°(S), respectively. The remaining 
situation of combining S and C selectors is considered now. 
LEMMA Ili.6. S(nSmC) _ t (S )  for all integers n, m. 
Proof Let H be an arbitrary nSmC grammar. Since in Lemma III.4 it 
was proved that Y(rnC)~_ t (S )  and since by definition S (nS)~ d(S) ,  we 
may assume that n, m/> 1. So, H = (_r, h, S, A, K) with 
K = Un=l .~iYiZ~ U Um=l P~Q~R t. 
Let Su>={au>:aEY i}  for i= l  ..... n and for i=n+l  .... n+m,  
X( i  ) : {au> : a ~ Qi-n} and Era> = {am> : a ~ Pi-n}, and 
Sru > = {ar<i> : a E Ri_n}, be mutually disjoint new alphabets. Let 
1"= n+m Un+m (~l(i) USr(i>)US. Ui=l ~'(i) u i=n+l  
Let g be the finite substitution from F* into/~* defined as follows. 
For l~<i~<n, if aEY~, then au>Eg(a) and g(au> )=h(a);  for 
n+ l <~i<~n+m, 
if a E Qi - , ,  then au. > C g(a) and g(a<i>) = h(a), 
if a E P i - , ,  then am> E g(a) and g(alu~) = {a}, 
if a E Ri_ n, then aru > E g(a) and g(aru>) = {a}, 
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and finally, 
i ra E 27 / (~ 1YiU~i=I (P iUQi~JRi) )  ' theng(a)={a}" 
n+m+l  
K' = K i U ~ Ki, 
i=l i=n+l 
where 
K i = X~i'(~7 i • Z<i>)Z* for 1 ~< i ~< n, K i = S*~l(i)(271(i) ~.) 27(i) ~-~ "~'~r(i))* ~j 
S'27<i>(27.> u 27r<i>)* * - * U 27 Zr<i>27r<i>, for n + 1 ~< i ~< n + m and 
Kn + m + 1 = z~,;( D U 27(i} U 27r(i) ~27"" 
\ i=n+l 
Let H' : (F, g, S, A, K' ). To prove that L(H ' )=L(H)  we proceed as 
follows. 
Let w ~ 27 + be a sentential form of H' .  Let w =>H, v =>n, u =>*, w' be a 
derivation such that w, w' E 27* and all intermediate words contain symbols 
not from S. It is clear that, if w = b I ... b k for some bj C 27, 1 <~j <<, k, then 
v=bl...bj_mbbj+ 1. . .b  k for some bEF~27.  For v=~u there are two 
possibilities for the choice of selector. 
If Ki, with l<~i<,n, is used, then bl . . .b j_ l~X~i ,  bE27(o and 
b j+ l . . .bkEZ*  which implies b jEY  i and hence w~X~iYiZ*, and 
u = b I ... bj_17bj+ 1 ... b k with 7 ~ g(b)= h(bj). Thus in this case 
w =>H u = w'. (1) 
I fK i ,  with n + 1 ~<i~< n + m + 1, is used then v = bb 2 ... b k, if k/> 2, and 
v = b if k = 1, with b ~ 271(io}t,_)27(io}~._J27r(io), f r some i o E {n + 1 ..... n + m}. 
If k = 1, then either u = w, if b ~ 27l<;o> L) 27r<;~, or u = ~', if b C 27~i0>, and 
7 E g(b) = h(bl). If  k >/2 then u = bb'b 3 ... b k, with b' E 27uJo) L) 27qo> U S~jo> 
or b' E 27~Jo for some j0 ~ {n + 1,..., n + m} andjm E {1 ..... n}. 
Because all indexed alphabets are disjoint we must conclude that only the 
first possibility can lead to a successful derivation, and moreover Jo = io. 
This reasoning holds also for the further rewriting of u and hence we have 
that all symbols of w are rewritten into "themselves with indices," giving w'. 
Inspecting K'  now, we see that w' has an ancestor of the form pqr with 
• Now it is easy to see that if q =A then p C X~io~, q C 27~o~ and r E 27~<io>" 
w' = w and else w' = bl ... btTbr ... bk, with bl ... b t C P~, 
7 E g(q)= h(bt+ l "" b~ 1), and b~ "" bk E Rio and hence w ~u w'. (2) 
Equations (1) and (2) imply that L(H') ~L(H) .  
The converse inclusion follows easily. 
643/48/3-4 
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If  we combine the equality L(H ' )=L(H)  with the fact that H '  is an S 
grammar the theorem follows. II 
THEOREM II1.10. t (S )  = S(SC)  = S(C) .  
Proof. From Lemma 111.6 we have that S(SC)c_  .£P(S). By definition 
Lf(S)  c S (SC)  and from Theorem III.8 we know that S (S )  --- t (C ) .  From 
this the theorem follows. II 
IV. DETERMINISM 
Given a selective substitution grammar H= (27, h ,S ,A ,K )  and a word 
w E 27+, one of the following two situations can happen. (1) At most one 
v C K exists such that iden v = w, or (2) more than one v ~ K exist such that 
iden v ---- w. 
In the former case, either w cannot be rewritten at all or otherwise the set 
of occurrences of letters in w that are rewritten is "deterministictlly deter- 
mined." This does not mean that w, when rewritten, will have exactly one 
successor, because H may have several productions available for a symbol to 
be rewritten. Thus if H satisfies (1) for every w E 27+, then we would like to 
talk about "global determinism," since it refers to a global property of the 
language K. Note that if H is a parallel grammar then obviously it is 
globally deterministic. If H is a "context-free" grammar (that is, 
K = 27"2:~A 27*) then it is not globally deterministic since one can choose 
an arbitrary occurrence of a non-terminal to rewrite. However, it is well 
known that each context-free language can be generated by a context-free 
grammar in a leftmost fashion; that is, using K=A*27~A 2:*. In this case 
we deal with a globally deterministic grammar. 
In the case of a sequential, a continuous and a parallel grammar 
H= (27, h, S ,A ,K )  the selector K is given in the union form U T=~Ki. 
Clearly, in general, such a union form is not unique. Thus for our further 
considerations we will assume that a fixed representation {K 1 ..... K n } of K is 
given, where K = U~'=l Ki. 
Now we can distinguish another kind of determinism. Given a word 
w E 27+, one of the following two situations can happen. (3) At most one 
iE  {1 ..... n} exists, such that K i contains a word v, with iden v = w, or (4) 
more than one i with this property exists. In the former case either w cannot 
be rewritten at all or otherwise there exists exactly one component which 
may rewrite w. It does not mean that within this unique component only one 
v exists with iden v = w. If  H satisfies (3) for every w C 27+ then we would 
like to talk about "component determinism" of H. 
These two notions of determinism are investigated in this section. 
Formally we have the following definitions. 
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DEFINITION IV.1. Let H= (S, h, S ,A ,K )  be an EOS based s-grammar 
and let {K1,...,Kn} be a fixed representation of K; K= I.)~= 1Ki. 
H is globally deterministic if for every w ~ 2; + there exists at most one 
v E K such that iden v = w. 
H is component deterministic if for every w E 2;+ there exists at most one 
i E { 1,..., n } such that K i contains a word v with iden v = w. 
H is selector deterministic if H is both globally deterministic and 
component deterministic. II 
We start by considering continuous and parallel grammars. 
THEOREM IV.1. A 1C grammar H, with sel H=X*Y+Z * is globally 
deterministic i f and only if X ~ Y= Y (3 Z = 0.  
Proof. Let H = (27, h, S, A, X*Y+Z*) .  If  w ~ 2;* is such that there exist 
v 1, v 2 ~ sel H with v 1:~ v 2 and iden v l= iden  v 2 = w, then W=XlY lZ  1 = 
x27222, with X1,Xz~X*  , y l ,yz~Y +, Z l ,Z2~Z :~ and XlYlZ/Zx2Y2 or  
y lz l  4:y2z2. Hence either (1) x I 4 :x  2 or (2) z 1 4:z 2 or (3) both xl :/:x 2 and 
z I :P z 2. Equivalently, either (1) x I = Xza or x 2 = xla,  with a E Y+Z*, or (2) 
z~=flz  2 or z2=f lz  I with f lEX*F  + , or (3) x l=xza  and z~=flz2 or 
z2=f lz  1, or Xz=Xla  and z l=f l z  2 or z2=f lz  ~ with aCY+Z * and 
f lCX*~ "+. It follows that alph anxn  Y~O and alph f ln  YAZ- - / :O .  On 
the other hand i fXn  Y: / :O or YAZ4:~ then, for all wEX*(XN Y)Zz* 
or w C X (YA  Z)2Z *, respectively, there exist more than one v ~ sel H such 
that iden v = w. This proves the theorem. II 
COROLLARY IV.1. A 1C grammar H, with sel H=X*Y+Z * is selector 
deterministic i f and only if X N Y= Y A Z = 0.  
In Ehrenfeucht et al. (1980) a left- (or right-) continuous normal form was 
established for continuous grammars. (A C grammar H is said to be left- (or 
right-) continuous if sel H= (.Ji~=l Y;- Z~ (or H= I,.)i~ 1X~/Y~)). 
If we combine their Theorem 1 and the construction from the proof of 
their Theorem 2 we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM IV.2. For every C grammar there exists an equivalent selector 
deterministic C grammar in left-(right-) continuous normal form. 
COROLLARY IV.2. For every L grammar there exists an equivalent 
selector deterministic L grammar. 
We move now to consider sequential grammars. First of all, similarly as 
for 1C grammars, we can characterize global determinism in 1S grammars. 
THEOREM IV.3. A 1S grammar H, with sel H=X*YZ* ,  is globally 
deterministic if and only if X N Y= 0 or Y N Z = 0.  
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Proof Let H be defined by H = (Z', h, S, A, X* YZ*). Let w E Z'* and let 
v 1 , v 2 E K be such that v 1 4:v2 and iden vl = iden v z = w. Hence there exist 
xa ,xzEX* ,  Ya ,Y2EY,  za ,z2~Z*  such that w=xay~zl=x2YzZ 2 and 
xa4:x 2, z~4:z 2. From this it follows that there exist aaEX*  and 
aEE(XAZ)*  such that either Xl- -X2alyza z or Xz=Xaaayla2. Hence 
either Y2 @ X~ Y and Ya ~ Y~ Z or Ya E XN Y and Yz E Y~ Z. Both cases 
give rise to the conclusion that XN Y4:O and Y~Z4:0 .  On the other 
hand if XN Y4:O and Y~Z4:0 ,  then for all wEX*(X~ Y)(YC~Z)Z* 
there exist va, UE~K such that v~4:v 2 and iden v l=iden v2=w. This 
proves the theorem. ] 
COROLLARY IV.3. A 1S grammar H, with sel H=X*YZ*  is selector 
deterministic f and only if X (-~ Y= 0 or Y ~ Z = 0. 
It turns out that the restriction of global determinism imposed on 1S 
grammars provides a characterization f context-free languages. (We would 
like to remind the reader that we do not know whether or not 
S (1S) - -S (CF) ,  hence we do not know whether global determinism 
constitutes a normal form for 1S grammars.) 
THEOREM IV.4. A language is context-free if and only if it is generated 
by a globally deterministic 1S grammar. 
Proof Let H=(~, ,h ,S ,A ,X*YZ*)  be a globally deterministic 1S 
grammar. We assume that X ~ Y = 0. (The case Y ~ Z = O can be dealt 
with analogously). According to Lemma III.3 we may assume that 
Z '~A= Y, h (a)= {a} for all a EA and a Eh(a)  for all a E27. (The 
constructions used in the proofs of Lemmas III.2 and III.3 do not violate the 
condition X ~ Y = 0). Since X ~ Y = 0, X_~ A and we may assume that if 
aCh(a)  for some aCY,  then aEA*  or aEX*Y( ( (X~Z)~Y)*  
( rn  z))*(z n A)*. 
It follows from Lemma III. 1 that if u and v are as described in the 
statement of this lemma, then either v E (~Y)* ,  which implies v E L(H), 
or u=xyzlyaz2,  with xEX* ,  yEY ,  yaEYOZ and za, ZE~Z*, and 
v = xazlyaZ 2with a ~ h(y) and a E A*(A~X)A*.  
We will construct now a 1S grammar Ha, equivalent with H such that this 
last case cannot occur in H a . 
Let 1?={d:aCY} and I ?={d:aEY} be new mutually disjoint 
alphabets. Let F = A U I?U 1?U {S}. (We assume that S ~ A; if S ~ A, then 
L(H) = {S} ~ d(CF) . )  Let g be the finite substitution from /'* into /'*, 
which is defined in the following way. 
g(S) = {,q}. 
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Let a C h(a), for some a E Y. If a =alYla2Y2a 3. . .  ak_lYk_lakYkak+ 1, 
where a lEX*  , a 2 ..... akE(XNZ)*  , ak+l~(Z("~A)* ,  y iEY ,  l<~i~k, 
then alf;laEf;Ea 3 ... a~_l~k_lakf~ak+ 1 ~ g(d) and a~f;la2~Ea 3 ... 
ak_~k_~akYkak+~Cg(d ). If aEX* ,  then aCg(d) and a~g(d).  If 
a CA*(A~X)A*, then a Cg(d) and a ~ g(6). For all a @A, g(a) = {a}. 
Let  YI=I~/...JY and Z~=(Z '~Y)U{d:aEZ~Y}U{d:aEZAY}.  
H, = (F, g, S, A, X*YIZ*~ ). 
Obviously L(H)= L(H1) and in any derivation step in H 1 the left most 
non-terminal symbol is rewritten and a production with right-hand side 
a ~ A*(A~X)A* can only be applied to the right most non-terminal symbol. 
Let G = (/', g, S, d). From the above it follows that the set of all words in 
L(G) obtained by left most derivations equals L(H~). Hence L(G)= L(H1)  
(cf. Salomaa 1973). Since G is an EOS system and L(HO=L(H ), we 
conclude that L(H) ~ S(CF) .  
On the other hand, let L be a context-free language, then there exists an 
EOS system GI=(Z,h ,S ,A  ), such that L(G1)=L and, for all aEA,  
h(a) = {a}. 
Clearly H2=(S ,h ,S ,A ,A*S ,~AS*  ) is a globally deterministic 1S 
grammar, which generates L(G1)=L(G). Hence the theorem holds. I 
The characterization provided by Theorem IV.3 gives rise to the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION IV.2. Let H be an S grammar and let sel H= Un=l X~iYiZ~i 
H is called a left-sided disjoint S grammar if, for all iC{1 ..... n}, 
XiN Yi = 0. H is called a right-sided disjoint S grammar if, for all 
iC  {1 ..... n}, Y iAZ i - -O .  I 
It turns out that both, left-sided disjointness and right-sided isjointness, 
constitute a normal form for S grammars. 
THEOREM IV.5. For every S grammar there exists an equivalent left- 
sided disjoint S grammar and an equivalent right-sided isjoint S grammar. 
Proof Let H = (Z, h, S, A, UT=IX~iYiZ~i) be an arbitrary S grammar. 
We will show the existence of an equivalent left-sided disjoint S grammar; 
the existence of an equivalent right-sided isjoint S grammar can be shown 
analogously. 
Let, for iE{1  ..... n}, X<o={au):aCXi}, ~'u~={du~:aEYi} and 
Zu) = !au) :a E Zi} be new alphabets such that U7=1 (X(i)UZ(i))(~ 
UT~ 1 Yu~ = O and if i :/:j, 1 ~< i, j ~< n, then Xu> n Xo. ~ = 0, Yu> n Yu> = 0 
and Z<,.~ ( ~ Z~2 ~ = 0. 
Let  £' U n ~-- i=l(X(i) UY( i )UZ( i ) )  and let 2~= {d:a  ~X}. ,FA 
(su2?)=o. 
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Let F = Z U 2~ tJ 2~. The finite substitution g from F* into F* is defined as 
follows. If a E £ '~ U ~'= 1(xi u Yi u zi), then g(a) = {a }. For i C { 1 ..... n }, if 
a C X i U Zi, then a~i > C g(a) and g(a<i>) = {a}, if a @ Is/and a 1 ... a k E h(a), 
a jEX ,  l~<j~<k, then d<i >Cg(a) and d 1-._.d kEg(d<o),_if dEX,  then 
n ~¢ g(d)= {a}. Let K = 2*£Z* U Ui=, Xo> I>o>Z~> u X*(2 u £)(L'u.S.) *. 
Obviously, the S grammar H' = (F,E, S,A,K') is left-sided disjoint. It is 
easy to see that L(H')=L(H). Hence the theorem holds. I 
As an immediate consequence of the construction from the proof of 
Theorem IV.5 we get even a stronger normal form for S grammars. 
THEOREM IV.6. For every S grammar, there exists an equivalent 
selector deterministic left-sided disjoint S grammar and an equivalent 
selectors deterministic right-sided isjoint S grammar. 
We have seen that left- or right-continuous grammars constitute a normal 
form for continuous grammars. The situation is quite different in the case of 
sequential grammars. 
DEFINITION IV.3. Let H be an S grammar and let sel 
H = U~=l x~iYiz*. H is called a left-sequential grammar (abbreviated l - S 
grammar) if, for all iE  {1 ..... n} ,X i=O.  H is called a right-sequential 
grammar (abbreviated r -  S grammar) if, for all i E {1,..., n}, Z i = 0. I 
We will denote the classes of languages generated by l -S  and r - -S  
grammars as f ( l  - S) and f ( r  - S), respectively. 
It turns out that considering only left- (or right-) sequential grammars 
restricts considerably the class of generated languages. 
THEOREM IV.7. t ( I -  S) = f ( r -  S) = f (Reg) .  
Proof. Let G = (Z, P, S, A) be a right-linear (left-linear) grammar. Let hp 
be the finite substitution from F* into F* defined by hp(a)= {a}, for all 
a E A, and a E hp(a) if and only if a ~ a E P, for all a ~ X~A.  Obviously 
the right- sequential (left-sequential) grammar (Z, hp, S, A, X 'Z)  
((27, hp, S, A, 27Z*)) generates L(G). Hence d(Reg)  ___ 1 ( r  -- S) and 
S(Reg)  c Y ( l -  S). 
We will prove that f ( r  - S) ~_ S(Reg)  as follows. (That 
f ( l -  S )~ t (Reg)  can be shown analogously.) 
U i= 1x~i Yi) be an arbitrary right-sequential grammar. Let H = (X, h, S, A, n - 
Without loss of generality we may assume that for all a E A, h(a) = {a}, for 
all a E X~A,  h(a) ~_A*(27~A)* and there exists an i E {1 ..... n} such that 
s~Y,. 
The EOS system G = (F, g, S, A) is defined in the following way. 
F=AU {S}LA3, where Z= {[a, V] :aEX~A,  V___£} and Y,, {S} and 
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A are mutually disjoint. (If SEA,  then L(H)={S} and then 
L(H) E t (Reg)  trivially holds.) 
g is defined as follows. 
For all a C F, a E g(a). 
g(S)D (h(S)NA*)L)  {a[A,, alph a] ... [Al, alph aA, . . .At_,]:  
aA, ... AtEh(S) ,  aEd* ,  l>~ 1, A jES~A,  l <~j<~ l}. 
For all [a, V] E 4, such that V~ (2~A)  ve O and such that a C Yi and 
V ~ X i for some i G { 1,..., n}, 
g([a, V])_ {[A1, VI[A2, VW {A1} ] ... [At, VU {A1,...,At_I}]: 
A1...AtE h(a), I>/0, AgEndA , 1 ~j<~ l}. 
For all [a, V] ~ 4, such that V(~ (27~A) = O and such that a E Yt and 
Vc_X i for some i~  {1,...,n}, g([a, V])~ {a[A 1, Vt..)alph a] ... 
[At, VUalph aA1...At_l]:  aA1 . . .A tCh(a  ), a~A* ,  I>/0, Aj~,~A,  
1 ~<j ~< l}. It is easy to see that L(G) = L(H). 
Moreover, a right-linear grammar G', equivalent with G, can be 
constructed from G, by iterating the following procedure. 
For all [a, V]E ~,, such that g([a, V])= {[a, V]}, remove all productions 
from g in which [a, V] occurs at the right-hand side. If this has been done, 
replace all productions with right-hand side a [A 1, V] ... 
[A t, VU {A 1 .... ,At_l} ] by a[A1, V] and remove g(a)= {a} for all aEA.  It 
is not difficult to see that L(G') = L(G) = L(H). Clearly G' is a right-linear 
grammar. (If G' has erasing productions they can be removed in a standard 
way, see, e.g., Salomaa, 1973.) Hence _W'(r- S) c d(Reg) and the theorem 
holds. I 
One can relax the left- (or right-) sequential restriction on S grammars by 
allowing an S grammar to have selectors of the type YZ* as well as selectors 
of the type X* Y. 
DEFINITION IV.4. Let H be an S grammar and let sel H = U n= 1X~i YiZ~. 
H is called a one-sided sequential grammar (abbreviated s - S grammar) if, 
for a l l iC{1 ..... n},X i=OorZ  i=0.  I 
We will denote the class of languages generated by s -  S grammars as 
S(s  - s ) .  
We will demonstrate now that propagating one-sided sequential grammars 
generate precisely the class of linear languages. 
First, we need some terminology. 
DEFINITION IV.5. Let H = (22, h, S,A, U n=l X~iYiZ~) be an S grammar, 
let K i = X~i YtZ*, 1 < i <<, n. 
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I f  for some i~  tl  ..... n}, Xi - -O(Z i  = 0),  then K i is called a left-selector 
(respectively right-selector). 
If K i, for some i E {1,..., n} is a left-selector as well as a right-selector, 
then K i is called narrow. 
Let K i, for some i~{1 ..... n}, be a left-selector (respectively right- 
selector). 
If y ~ Yi, then y is called a left-symbol (resp. right-symbol). 
If Yi -- {Y}, Y E Z', then K i is called a y-left selector (y-right selector) and 
we write y = leftm(Ki) (resp. y = rightm(Ki)). ] 
LEMMA IV. 1. For every propagating s -  S grammar there exists an 
equivalent linear grammar. 
Proof Let H ---- (Z, h, S, A, K) be a propagating S grammar, with 
K = ~)in_l KI, iU ~)im=l Kr, ik..) {,.~}. 
Each Kt, i is. a left-selector and each Kr, i is a right-selector. Obviously we 
may assume that S does not appear on the right-hand side of any production 
in h, nor does S appear as a left-symbol or as a right-symbol in 
0ni=l Kt i~A ( , - )m=,  1Kr, i" all, Kt, i and Kr j  , ,  l~ i~n,  l~ j~m,  contain only 
one left-symbol or right-symbol respectively and none of them is narrow. 
First we will construct an s -  S grammar G such that L(G)= ¢ L(H)$,  
where ¢, $ ~ Z, in G only non-terminals can be rewritten and all productions 
except the productions for the axiom of G are either left-linear or right-linear. 
Let, for each a EA,  Za= {Mt,a,Nl, ~, Mr,a, Nr,~} be a set of new symbols, 
such that 3~b=O,  if a: / :b,  and let F, ¢ and $ be new symbols. 
F=ZU Ua~a Z'akA {F, ¢, $}. 
Let g be the finite substitution from F* into _r* which is defined as 
follows. 
(1) For all aEF ,  F~g(a) .  
(2) For all a C A, Ca E g(Mt,a) and aS C g(Mr,a). 
(3) For all y CZ~A,  such that K contains a y-left selector and 
aa E h(y) for some a E A*. 
( i )  aa C g(y) if a E Z~A and 
(ii) {Mt,~a, Nt,aa}C_g(y ) if aEA.  
(4) For all y C Z~A,  such that K contains a y-right selector and 
aa ~ h(y) for some a E A*. 
(i) aa E gO:) if a ~ 2~A and 
(ii) {aM .... aNr, ~ } ~ gO:) if a E A. 
(5) For all y E A, such that K contains a y-left selector and aa ~ h(y), 
for some a E A* 
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(i) aa E g(Nt,y ) if a ~ 22~A and 
(ii) {Ml.~a, Nt,aa} ~ g(Nt,y ) if a E d. 
(6) For all y C A, such that K contains a y-right selector and aa C h@-), 
for some a E A* 
(i) aa C g(Nr,y) if a C Z~A and 
(ii) {aMr,a,aNr,a} ~g(Nr,y ) i f a  CA. 
(7) Let U be the set of all sentential forms w of H such that I wl/> 2 and 
w can be derived in H in such a way that all intermediate words are of 
length 1. 
Let one(H)= {wEL(H) : Iw  ] = 1}. 
Let ~o~ and % be the finite substitutions on 22* defined by 
%(a) = %(a) = {a} if a C Z '~A and q~l(a) = {Ml, a , N,,a}, %(a) = {Mr, a, Nr,a} 
if a C A. Then let W= {~ol(a)a %(b) : a ~ A*, aab ~ U}. 
g(S)  ~ WU {¢w$ : w E one(H)}. 
Let T 







be the smallest set of selectors containing the following languages. 
some i ~ { 1 ..... rn }, Kr, i = X* {37}, then 
(XU %(X))*{37} _c T, i fy  E 22~A and 
(XU %(X))*{Nr,y } c_ T, i fy  C A. 
some i~ {1 ..... n}, Kl,i = {37} Z*, then 
{37}(Z ~J %(Z))*  c_ T, if y C 22~A and 
{Nt,y}(Z W %(Z))* ___ T if y C A. 
For every y C A, F*{2Or,y } ___ T and {]Qt,y} F* ___ 7'. Let G = (F, g, S, A U 
{¢, $}, T). Clearly L (G)= CL(H)$ and all productions in G, which are not 
S-productions are either left- or right-linear. Clearly 
T= { , f f}uU ui=l Tt, iUU~=l Tri, for some u and s, u , s>/1 ,  where Tt,i is a 
left-selector, 1 ~< i ~< u, and Tr. i is a right-selector, 1~< i ~< s. Moreover (by 
proper indexing of the productions) we can assume that 
U ~= l leftm( Tt,i) ~ (._) s rightm( Tr i) = O and if i 4: j, then i=1 
leftm(Tl,i) ~ leftm(Tld ), 1 <~ i,j <~ u, and rightm(Tra ) 4= rightm(Trd), 1 <~ i, 
j ~< s. Thus for every left-symbol or right-symbol y, there is a unique selector, 
denoted sel y, which "uses" this production. 
Let, for all i~{1 ..... u}, Tt,i=Yl,iZ~,i and, for all iE{1  ..... s}, 
Tr,i =~iL,i. 
Let T t = Uu=l Tt,i, T r = US=l Tr,i, Yt = ~)~=1 Yl,i, Yr = ['-)S=l Yr,i and 
Y= Yt u Yr. For every iC  {1 ..... u}, let forb(Tt , i )= {y: {y} = Yrd, 1 <~j <~ s 
and y~Zt . i}  and for every iE{1  ..... s}, let fo rb (Tr , i )={y:{y}=Ytd ,  
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! ~<j ~< u and y ~ Xr,;}. If ~r is a production of the form y ~ a, where y E Y, 
then fo rb (n)={T l , i : (3a)a [aEa lph  o: and aq~Zta ], l<~i<~u}U 
{Tr, i: (3a)a[a C alph a and a q~ X,. i ], i <~ i <~ s}. 
Let G~ be the linear grammar, constructed as follows. 
G 1 = (V ,P ,Z ,  VT) , V :  gNU VT,  VN("~ VT=O.  
Vu= {[Vl,V2,V3, v4] : vl EA*  and I vii ~< maxr(G) -  2, 
v2E YlU {¢}, v3~ Yrk3 {$}, v4c-T~,{S}}~J{Z}.  
Vr=A.  
P is defined in the following way. 
I. The Z-productions in P are 
Z ~ x, for all x E one(H); 
Z ~ [a, ¢, $, O], for every a such that cad E W for some e, d ~ I2 
II. The productions for the other non-terminals of G l are 
[Vl, V2, V3, V4] ~ a[Vx, V~, V3, V~], if there exists a left-linear production 
zr : v'2 -~ vza in G such that v 3 q~forb (sel v~), forb (zr) n v 4 = 0 and 
v'4 = v4 U seI v'2 ; 
[Vl, vz, v3, v4] ~ [Va, v2, v~, v4]a, if there exists a right-linear production 
zt : v~3 -~ av 3 in G such that v 2 q~ forb (sel v~), forb (z 0 n v 4 = 0 
and ' - ' • U4 - V 4 ~.) sel v 3 ,
[Vl' V2' V3' /)4] --~ Vl if V2/)IU 3 ~ W. 
By observing that in GI bottom-up simulations of top-down derivations in 
G are performed, it is not difficult to see that L(GI)  = L(G). | 
LEMMA IV.2. For every linear grammar there exists an equivalent s - S 
grammar. 
Proof. Let G= (X ,P ,S ,A)  be a linear grammar. Without loss of 
generality we assume the following. L(G)  = L(G1) U L(Gz) ~J L(G3), where 
G 1 = (S1 ,P  ~, S1,A ) is a right-linear grammar, Gz = (2Z2,Pz, Sz ,A)  is a left- 
linear grammar, G 3 = (~3,P3, S3,A ) is a linear grammar, such that $3 ~ a 
in P3 implies that a E A+(2;3~(A U {S}))A + and S 3 never occurs at the 
right-hand side of any production of G 3 . (~ ' I~A)  O (~'2~A) U'~ (~'3~A) = O 
and S ~ SI ,  S --', S z, S ~ S 3 are the only S-productions of G. 
We will first construct an s -  S grammar for G 3. 
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Let P3 = P~ U P~', where P'3 = {~r : z~ = A ~ aB~, A, B @ 2Z~A, a, fl E A* } 
and P~= {~r :n=A~a,  aEA*}.  I f  ~r=A~aBf lEP'3 we denote lhzr=A, 
rh~ = B, lrhzr = a and rrhzc = fl; if z~ = A -~ a E P~ we denote lhrc = A and 
rhzc=a. Let Ht= {[l, zcl :zcCP'3}, H~= l[l, zcl' :zcEP'3}, Hr= {[zc, r] : 
zc C P~ } and H'r = { [re, r] '  : zc ~ P~ } be new, mutually disjoint alphabets. 
Let Z be a new symbol. 
r= n ,u /~unrun 'u  A u {z}. 
The finite substitution g from F* into F* is defined as follows, g(Z)= 
{[l, 7r]'a[zc, r]':TrEP'3, rCP3 ' ,  such that rhr=a and lhr=rh~}. For all 
[l, zc] E H t, such that lhzr ~ S 3 , g([l, z~]) = {[l, z ] 'a :  a = lrhzr and r ~ P~ such 
that lhz~=rhr}. For all [zc, r ]CH r, such that lhTr4=S3, g([~r, r ] )= 
{a[r, r ] ' :a = rrh~r and r E P~ such that lhTr= rhr}. For all ~z ~ P~ such that 
lh~ = S 3, g([l, 7r]) = {a : a = lrh~z} and g([zr, r]) = {a :a  = rrh zc}. For all 
[l, zc]' ~ H~, g([l, 7~]') = {[l, zc]} and for all [re, r] '  E H '  r g([~r, r ] ' )  = {[~z, r] }. 
For all a C A, g(a) = {a}. 
H 3 = (if, g, Z,  zl, K3), with 
Ks={Z}U U ({[l,g]'}(AU{[rc, l')*U(AU[l,~z])*{[z~,r]'} 
rr~Pj 
U{[I, zc]}(AU{[rc, r]})*)U(AUH~)* ( U [~-~]) 
n~Pj 
It is rather straight forward to prove that L(H3)= L(G3). (H 3 simulates G 3 
in a bottom-up way.) 
Let H 1 = (Z 1 , hpl, S 1 , A, ~'T~I) and H 2 = (2:; 2, hp2, $2, A, ,~2~'t) be the 
r -S  and I -S  grammar, constructed as in the proof of Theorem IV.7, 
which are equivalent with G 1 and G 2. 
Define H = (,E, h, 2,  A, K) by ~ = X 1 U X 2 U F U {Z}, h(Z) = {$1, S 1, Z}, 
h(a) = {a} for all a ~ A, h(a) = hvl(a ) for all a E Y ,~A,  h(a) = hp2(a ) for all 
a E S,2~A, and h(a) = g(a) for all a E F~A.  
Let K= {2} U ,~'tz~ 1 U ,¢~2,~'2  UK 3. 
Then H is an s - S grammar and obviously L(H) = L(G). 
Hence the lemma holds. I 
THEOREM IV.8. A language is linear if and only if it is generated by a 
propagating one-sided sequential grammar. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas IV.1 and IV.2 when it is observed that 
in the proof of Lemma IV.2 no erasing productions are introduced. I 
Note that the main construction we use for the proof of Lemma IV.1 is 
different from the construction used in Theorem IV.7 (the former is a 
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bottom-up simulation, while the latter is a top-down simulation). Moreover 
the construction from the proof of Theorem IV.7 can handle the case of 
erasing, while the construction from Lemma IV.1 cannot handle erasing 
productions. 
As a matter of fact allowing erasing in one-sided sequential grammars 
increases their language generating power. 
THEOREM IV.9. f ( s - -  S)~ t (L in) .  
Proof. The inclusion is a consequence of Theorem IV.8. Its properness i
demonstrated by the construction of an s - S grammar, which generates the 
non-linear language {¢ dka m . b~: m > n >/0, and k > m - n}. That this is a 
non-linear language follows from the well-known pumping lemma for linear 
languages (see, e.g., Berstel (1979)). However, notice that this language is 
context-free. 
Let H = (S, h, S, A, K) be defined as follows. 
Z' = {S,L, L1, L2, L3, L4, R, R1, B, C, M, M1, Mz, a, b, d, *, ¢}. 
A= {a,b,d, . ,¢}.  
h(S)= {L *R}, h(L)= {Lla}, h(L,) = {L, L2} , h(L2) = {L3d}, 
h(L3) = {L4}, h(L4) = {L3d, ¢}, h (R)= {bR, ,BCM,} ,  h(R~) = {R}, 
h(M1) = {M, M2}, h(M)= {BCM1}, h(M2)= {A}, h(B)= {A}, h(C)= {A}, 
h(a) = {a}, h(b)= {b}, h(d)= {d}, h(* )= {,} and h(¢)= {¢}. 
K = {#} U {Li{a, b, *, R1, B, C, M~}* U {/_.~1} {a, b, *, R, B, C, M, M2}* 
U {if, z} {a, b, *, , ,  C}* U {/]3, }{a, b, *, d, B, C}* Y {/]4} {a, b, *, d, B, C}* 
Y {a, b, *, L}*{R} U {a, b, *, L1}*{R1} U {a, b, * ,L1 ,B  , C}*{/~l } 
U {a, b, *, L z, B, C}* {/Idz } U {a, b , . ,  L, B, C}* {AI} 
U {a, b, *, d, L4}*{B } U {a, b, *, d, L 3, B, C}* {C}. 
A typical derivation in H is of the following form. (The underlining of the 
symbols denotes which symbol will be rewritten in the next derivation step.) 
S_ :~L  * R =>L_ • bR 1 =>Lla • bR l :~L_ la ,  bR ~La ,  bR_. 
Obviously this "cycle" can be repeated, yielding, n >/0, Lan*  bnR_. Since 
rewriting L i into L 2 yields a word for which K does not provide a selector 
word, the only way to leave this cycle is to apply another production to R. 
Hence La n . b~R :~ La ~ . b"BCM 1 ::> L~a ~+~ . b~BCM_ ~ 
L_I an+1 * bnBCM =~ Lan+ l , bnBCM_ => L_a n+ l * b"(BC)EM1. 
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We obtain by repeating this last four steps m-  1 times 
L_aman*bn(BC)m+lM~. Rewriting L 1 into L2 yields again a blocking 
situation and hence if the derivation is to be successful we must apply 
another production to M 1. For n >/0, m/> 0 this yields 
L_ama n , bn(BC) m+ IM  1 
~ Llam+lan , bn(BC)m+lM_ l ~ L lam+la n , bn(nf)m+lM2 
:=> L2a m + lan * bn(BC)m+ 1M_ 2 => L_2am+ 1an, bn(Bc)m + 1 
=> Ladam+la n , bn(BC) m+l. 
(In this case the rewriting of L 1 into L would "block" the derivation.) 
Either 
Z_3dam+ la n , b"(BC) m+ ~ ~ L_4da"+ la " , b"(BC) m+ ~ 




L3dam+lan , bn(BC)mBC_ 
=> L_ada m+ la" * bn(Bc)mB =~ L4da m+ la" * b"(BC)mB_ 
:::> L_4dam+la n , bn(Bc) m =~ L3dzam+la n , bn(BC) m, 
L3da m+ la, , bn(BC)mBC_ 
=~ L_3dam+ la n , bn(Bc)mB ::z~ L_4dam+ la n , bn(BC)mB 
::::> L_3 dEa n+ lan , bn(BC)mB ~ L 4 d2a m+ la, , bn(BC)mB. 
L3dam+ lan, bn(BC) m+ l =>* L4dldam+ lan , bn(BC) m 
where l >/0 and 
L_4dtda m+ la, , bo(BC) p ~ L3ddtda m+ la" , b"(BC) p 
if p > 0 and 
L4didam+ lan * b n :::> Cdldam+ lan * b". 
Hence 
L3dam+la n , bn(Bc)m+l=> * L4dtdam+la n , b n :=~ Cdtdam+lan , b n, 
with l>~m+l .  
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It is rather easy to control that all derivations in H are of this type. Hence 
L(H)= {¢dkam * b~ : m > n ~ O and k > m - n}. I 
We conclude this section by demonstrating that for an arbitrary selective 
substitution grammar there exists an equivalent selective substitution 
grammar which is globally deterministic. 
THEOREM IV. 10. For every EOS based s-grammar, there exists an 
equivalent globally deterministie EOS based s-grammar. 
Proof. Let H = (27, h, S, A, K) be an arbitrary EOS based s-grammar. 
Let Zo={a° :aEZ},  271:{a1:a~27} and 3={¢,  £,$, p,a ,Z} be 
pairwise disjoint alphabets which are also disjoint with 2;. 
Let ~0 be a homom'orphism from (27oU27~) * into (27U27)* defined by 
¢p(a °) = a and ¢(a 1) = d for all a E 27. 
The mapping ~, from (Z 0U271) + into H is defined by 
~u(a~ °...  a~") = ~:o  ij 2j, where n/> 0 and ij ~ {0, 1 } for 0 ~<j ~< n. (A word 
in (2;oU27~) + can, by means of qJ, be considered to be a binary number, 
written down from left to right.) 
Let F= 27 U 270 U L" 1 U ~. The finite substitution g from F* into F* is 
defined as follows. 
g(Z) =- {Ca : a ~ h(S)}, g(¢) = {pC, $}, g(p) = {tr}, 
g(G) = {A }, g(S)  = {£}, 
g(£)= {¢,A}, for all a~S,g(a)= {a°,al},g(a°)= {a} andg(al )=h(a) .  
Let Ko=p*{Z,-~}S*,  K~={/3n]g£:n>/O, xE27 +} and K2={~niT :n>/0 ,  
yC  (So W270 + such that q~Cv) c K and ~,(v)= n}. H '= (F, g, Z, A, K' ), with 
K t 2 = Uj=oKj .  
Clearly H' generates L(H), That H' is globally deterministic, an easily be 
seen, when it is observed that K o, K~ and K 2 do not have any words in 
common, K 0 and Kx do not contain different words w 1 and w2 C (FUF)  + 
such that iden w I = iden w 2 and this property is guaranteed for K 2 by the 
uniqueness of the binary representation f natural numbers. Hence H' is a 
globally deterministic EOS based s-grammar, generating L(H), which proves 
the theorem. II 
V. SYMMETRY AND BALANCE 
Consider an S grammar H = (27, h, S, A, K), where K is given in the form 
{K1,..., Kn} and Ki=X'~iY iZ  ~. Rewriting a word w in H according to a K i 
requires a decomposition of w in the form W=Wlaw2, where wlEX~,., 
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w 2 C Z~/ and a E Y. In other words, this particular occurrence of a can be 
rewritten only if it has a "proper context" to the left and to the right of it. In 
this way S grammars provide a natural framework for the investigation of 
the role of context in rewriting systems based on sequential rewriting. 
Similarly one can study this problem area in the framework of C grammars. 
If a component K i = X~ YiZ~,. of the selector of an S grammar is such that 
X i 4= Z; then using such a component allows one to distinguish the "left" and 
the "right" side of the context of the letter under rewriting. Thus it is natural 
to consider the situation where such a distinction is not possible and see 
whether or not this affects the language generating power of the grammars 
considered. 
In this way S grammars provide a natural framework to investigate the 
role of "symmetry" in rewriting systems based on sequential rewriting. 
Similarly one can study this problem area in the framework of C grammars. 
Another way of demanding that only symmetric ontext is used in an S 
grammar is to require that whenever X*YZ* is a component of the selector 
then so is Z*YX*. 
This leads to the following definitions. 
DEFINITION V. 1. (i) Let H be an S grammar. If sel H = U~l  ~ YiX~i, 
then H is a symmetric nS grammar. 
(ii) Let H be a C grammar. If sel H= U~=lX~t Y+X~/, then H is a 
symmetric nC grammar. 
(iii) If H is for some n/> 1 a symmetric nS grammar or a symmetric 
nC grammar then we say that H is a symmetric S grammar, respectively a 
symmetric C grammar. | 
The classes of languages generated by symmetric nS and symmetric nC 
grammars are denoted as S (symnS)  and d(symnC) ,  respectively. 
f ( sym S) = Uff=l f ( sym nS) and S(sym C) = U ~n=l d (sym nC). 
DEFINITION V.2. (i) Let H be an S grammar. If X* YZ* c_ sel H implies 
that Z* YX* c_ sel H, then H is a balanced S grammar. 
(ii) Let H be a C grammar. If X*Y+Z*C_sel H implies that 
Z* Y + X * ~_ seI H then H is a balanced C grammar. II 
The classes of languages generated by balanced S grammars and balanced 
C grammars are denoted f (ba l  S) and d(ba l  C), respectively. 
It turns out that "balancing" does not influence the language generating 
power of neither sequential nor continuous grammars. 
LEMMA V.1. For every S grammar there exists an equivalent balanced S
grammar. 
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Proof Let H = (22, h, S, A, K) be an S grammar, with K = UT= 1 X~/YiZT, 
We will construct an equivalent balanced S gramma r H' -- (F, g, Z, A, K') in 
the following way. 
F=A UA'UZU {$,Z}, where A' = {a' :a  EA} and 
2` = {d : a E 22} are new alphabets and $ and Z are new symbols. 
A, A', 2, and {$, Z} are pairwise disjoint. 
The codings ~0 and gt, respectively from 22* into 2`* and from 22* into 
((2`~z/)WA')*, where A={d:aEA}, are defined by ~0(a)=d, for all 
aE22, and gt(a)=6, if a~X~A,  and gt(a)=a' ,  if aEA.  The finite 
substitution g from F* into F* is defined as follows. 
g(Z) = {$q)(S), $q/(S)}, g(d)= ¢oh(a)U ~h(a) for all a E 22, g(a')= {a}, 
and 
g(a) = {a }, for all a E A, and g($) = A. 
tc = {2t u 0 (~(x~) u v,(x3 u/Stl*~;(~(z;) u ~(z31* 
i=1 
u 0 @(z;) u ~,(z~))* ~,.(~0(&) u ~,(x;) u/s))*  
i=1 
u (~ u A')*(Z' u lg}l(A u A')*. 
To see that L(H')= L(H) we make the following observations. 
Since the symbol $ is the leftmost symbol of any sentential form in which 
it occurs, obviously, rewriting of sentential forms using those components of 
K' in which $ appears at the right-hand side of the barred symbol does not 
occur. Moreover if $ is not occurring in a sentential form w o f /4 '  under 
rewriting, then either w=Z or wE (A UA')*A'(A UA')* in which case w 
can only terminate in the corresponding terminal word. Hence we conclude 
that any successful derivation of a word in SA'* according to H' has an 
analogon in the set of derivations according to H, the converse is clearly 
true. Since every $wE $A'* can only derive v E A*, where ~,(v)= w, it 
follows that H and H' are equivalent. 
Since H' is balanced our lemma holds. I 
THEOREM V.1. t (ba l  S)-- f (S ) .  
Proof. The inclusion d(ba l  S)~_ S (S)  follows from Definition V.2. The 
converse inclusion from Lemma V.1. I 
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LEMMA V.2. For every C grammar there exists an equivalent balanced 
C grammar. 
Proof This is a straightforward adaptation of the proof of Lemma 
V.1. I 
THEOREM V.2. f (ba l  C) =S(C) .  
It turns out that symmetric 1S grammars provide a characterization f the 
family of context-free languages. 
THEOREM V.3. A language is context-free if and only if it is generated 
by a symmetric 1S grammar. 
Proof Let H be a symmetric 1S grammar; let sel H----X*YX*. Hence, 
by Theorem Ill.4, L(H) ~ S(CF) .  
Conversely, every context-free language generated by an EOS system G = 
(2;,h,S,A) is also generated by the 1S grammar H=(2;,h,S,A, 
27"~27"). I 
The symmetric restriction imposed on S grammars provides a charac- 
terization of the class of forbidding grammars (see, for example, Penttonen 
(1975) and Lomkovskaja (1972)). 
First we recall the definition of a forbidding grammar. 
DEFINITION V.3. A forbidding grammar G (abbreviated N grammar) is 
a quadruple G = (S,P, S,A), where 2; is the total alphabet of G, A~2; and 
S~A are respectively the terminal and non-terminal alphabets of G, 
S E 2;' \A is the axiom of G and P is a finite set of productions of the form 
A ~ w l V, where A C 2;~A, w E Z* and V ~_ 2;. 
A word u ~ 27 + directly derives a word v according to G, denoted u=~Gv if
u=aAfl, a, fl~27*, A~X~,A,  v=awfl and A~wIVEP and V~alph 
u = 0. Let ~*  denote the reflexive and transitive closure of ~e .  (If no 
confusion is possible we use =>* and =~ .) 
The language of G, denoted L(G) is defined by 
L(G)={vCA* :S~*v}.  I 
The class of languages generated by forbidding grammars is denoted 
f (N) .  
LEMMA V.3. For every N grammar there exists an equivalent symmetric 
S grammar. 
Proof Let G=(X,P ,S ,A)  be a N grammar. We assume that 
P = {P1,.., Pn} is an ordered set of productions and, if Pj = a ~ a] V for 
643/48/3-5 
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1 <.j <. n, a E 2;~A,  a ~ 22* and V~_ Z we denote lh(Pj) = a, rh(Pj) = a and 
N(Pj) = V. 
Let 2;j = 2;~N(Pj) ,  for j = 1 ..... n, and let 2~ = {aj : a = lh(Pj), 1 <~j <~ n } 
with ZAZ=O.  
Let F= 2; U Z. The finite substitution h, from F* into F*, is defined as 
follows. If a = lh(Pj) for somej C { 1 ..... n}, then aj E h(a) and h(aj) = rh(Pj). 
If there exists no jE  {1 ..... n}, such that a=lh(Pj) ,  then h(a)= {a}. Let 
K = 2;*~27" U U ; : l  2;~ a-j2;~. 
Clearly H----(F, h, S,A,K) is a symmetric S grammar generating L(G) 
and hence the lemma holds. I 
LEMMA V.4. For every symmetric S grammar there exists an equivalent 
N grammar. 
Proof Let H = (27, h, S, A, K) be a symmetric S grammar; 
K = U ~_ 1 x~/YiX~/. We construct an equivalent N grammar, G = (F, P, Z, A) 
as follows. 
F=27U~,UA' ,  where 2~= {d:aEZ},  A '= {a' :aEA} and Z, 
2 and A' are pairwise disjoint. 
The set of productions P is defined in the following way. 
p -- -~ aid u 2u  ~o(z~(x i~{a}) ) )  : a @ ri, 1 ~ i ~ n} u 
{d ~ tp(a)] (A U (2~{d})  u ~0(2;~Xi)): a ~ Yi, 1 ~ i <. n and a ~ h(a)} U 
{a' -~ a I ((27~A) U 2~): a E A }, where the homomorphism ~0, from 2;* into F* 
is defined by ¢(a) : a if a C 2;~A and ~0(a) = a' if a E A. 
z = 
The proof of the equivalence of G and H is left to the reader. I 
THEOREM V.4. S (sym S)=S(N) .  
THEOREM V.5. S(sym S)~ d(ETOL) .  
Proof This is an immediate consequence of Theorem V.4 and Theorems 
1 and 2 of Penttonen (1975). I 
As for 1C grammars, we do not have a characterization f the role of the 
symmetric restriction imposed on them. It seems however that symmetric 1C 
grammars possess quite strong language generating power as is illustrated by 
the following. 
THEOREM V.6. (i) f ( sym 1C)~t (ETOL)  :/: 0. 
(ii) t ( sym 1C)~ t (EOL) .  
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Proof. (i) Let H = (27, h, S, A, K) be defined as follows. 22 = 271U 222, 
where 221={a,b,c,d,F}, 222={S,A,B,C,D,Q}, A={a,b,c,d,Q}. 
K - -  r *  f+r*  - ~ z ~  and h is defined in the following way. h(S)=AQ, 
h(A)= {ABC, aBC}, h(B)= {BC, bC}, h(C)= {C, cD}, h(Q)= {Q2 t, 
h(D)= {d2}, and for all x~Z l, h(x)= {F}. It is easy to see that 
L(H)=L(Go), where L(Go) is the language, defined in Ehrenfeucbt et al. 
(1980), for which L(Go)C S(1C)~d(ET13L) holds. 
(ii) This follows immediately from (i) and Theorem III.l.(i). I 
The symmetric restriction imposed on C grammars does not change the 
class of generated languages. 
LEMMA W.5. For every C grammar, there exists an equivalent symmetric 
C grammar. 
Proof. Let L cA*  be generated by a C grammar. Without loss of 
generality we assume that L is generated by a right-continuous grammar 
(Theorem 1 of Ehrenfeucht et 
and V.2 it follows that there 
which is constructed from the 
Hence, we assume that L is 
K= 
al. (1980)). From the proofs of Lemmas V.1 
exists a balanced C grammar, generating L, 
original right-continuous grammar. 
generated by H = (22, h, S, A, K) with 
0 ( rJ u rt ). 
i=]  
Let H' = (F, g, S, A, K') be 
F= 0 (Xi U'~i U Yi 
i=1 
and 
a C grammar, which is defined as follows. 
UP i )UA,  where ~i={a:a~Xi}  
f ' i={d:a~Yi},  for i=1  ..... n. 
The alphabets UT=, (x iu  Yi), U7=12i and U"i=l Yi are pairwise disjoint. 
The finite substitution g, from F* into F*, is defined in the following way. 
For all a E 0 Xi, d ~ g(a) and a E g(d), 
i=1 
for all a C 0 Yi, d E g(a) and g(d) = h(a), 
i=1 
for all a C A (X i U Yi), g(a) = {a}. 
i 
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i=l 
U (~r'/i=~..)l ('iU ]~i))*x'~ + (/~/,@1 (x~iU Yi))*) • 
From the definition of K' it follows immediately that H' is a symmetric C
grammar. 
The equivalence of H' and H is shown as follows. 
Let wC(F'~U~=l(XiUf'i))* and let w=~v. This implies that (1) 
wEX~fYTX"f or (2) wEX 7 ,  for some jC{1,. . . ,n}, and that vEX'fj{d, 
d: a E Yj}+X'Jf or v E {d, d:a EXj} +, respectively. If v => u, this implies in 
case (1) that v E f'~fX/Y; or v E I ~+ or v E {{d: a E Yj} n2 ,}  + for some 
lE  {1 ..... n}. Hence (1.1) wEX+Y~ and v EX+t)f or (1.1') wE Y)X) and 
v E ~.+Xf or (1.2) w E Yj+, v E I~ and u E h(Yj+), or (1.3) u = w, respec- 
tively. If v => u, this implies in case (2) either (2.1) v E I~[ for some 
lE  {1,...,n} and hence wE Y/~ and uEh(Y))  or (2.2) vE2~ + and hence 
w = u. If we have the case (1.1)that w E XT~ +, v E X/+ t:'f and u => t, then 
u E )~ Idj + and t E 2fh(Yf).  Clearly t can only be rewritten as s= xy, if 
t = 2y, where x E Xf ,  2 E Jff ,  w = xy, y E Y~ and 7 E h(y). Analogously in 
case (1.1') it is shown that w=yx, yE Y; and xEXf ,  and s=Tx, with 
E 
Hence if for a word wE (F~U~=l(.~iU ~?i))* there exists a derivation 
w~fi, s and s E (F~U~_~ (XiU I~1))*, then either w~ns or w=s. From 
this it follows that L(H') c_ L(H). 
The proof of the converse inclusion can easily be derived from the above 
and is left to the reader. 
Hence H' and H are equivalent and our statement follows. I 
THEOREM V.7. t ( sym C) = S(C) .  
Proof. d(sym C)_S(C)  follows from Definition V.1. The converse 
inclusion was proved in Lemma V.5. I 
VI. DISCUSSION 
The aim of the research presented in this paper was to investigate the 
intuitive notions of sequential and parallel rewriting in the general framework 
of selective substitution grammars. "l'he formalization of these notions led to 
S grammars and L grammars, respectively, which correspond to the 
"extreme" forms of sequential and parallel rewriting. In order to see the 
difference between sequential and parallel rewriting in a better perspective we 
also investigated C grammars which formalize a way of rewriting which is 
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"in between" sequential and parallel. Each of these three classes of 
grammars was separately investigated and a comparative study of the classes 
of languages they generate was done. 
A number of technical problems hould be settled in order to give a more 
complete picture of the situation. Among these are the following ones. 
(1) f (1S)  = S(CF)?  
(2) s (2s )  = s (s )?  
(3) S(2S)  cS( lC )?  
(4) f (ETDL)~f ( IC )  = 0? 
(5) Is .Ca(C)=_~(S) equal to the class of context-sensitive languages? 
In addition to solving concrete technical problems like the above one 
should pursue the investigation of several problem areas within the 
framework adopted in this paper. For example: 
(i) Investigate the role of erasing productions in various classes of 
grammars, considered in our paper. An example of a concrete question in 
this direction is: f ( s -  S )= S(CF)?  
(ii) Investigate the role of the deterministic restriction; a grammar 
satisfying this restriction has the property that for each letter it has precisely 
one production to rewrite it. 
(iii) Investigate the combinatorial structure of languages considered in 
this paper. 
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